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• Anticipation

• Inclusion

• Reflexivity

• Responsiveness
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Why Should RTOs Adopt RI?

• Power 

• Distribution 

• Politics



Objections to RI

• Serendipity

• Accountability

• Incentives



• RTO managers want to know:

 Is RI possible? 

 Is RI useful?

 Will it hinder productivity?

 Under what conditions does it work?



STIR Tools

• Socio-Technical Integration

• Socio-Technical Integration Research

 STIR analyst

 Decision Protocol

 Midstream Modulation



Modulations

• Learning
 System thinking

 Mindfulness

• Value Deliberations (Care)
 Value elucidation

 Value expansion

• Practical Adjustments (Creativity)
 Generating and acting on novel ideas

 Altering science and innovation practices

 Strategic and behavioral changes



Learning

• Pre-study: 1 of 5 

innovation managers 

view integration as 

“part of the job”

(Flipse et al. 2013)
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Creativity

• Experimental setup is enhanced

• Disposal practice is improved

• New catalyst is adopted for nanoparticle synthesis

• Revived research project becomes successful
(Fisher 2007)



Care + Creativity 

t1 Will “put [battery stack] on side of house” 

t2  Could consider “preferences of 

homeowner” 

T3 Talks with homeowner

t4 Locates battery stack inside garage



Learning

“I feel like [talking with the homeowner is]      

out of our range because we are just 

electrical engineers and we’re supposed to 

just be producing wire diagrams and stuff.” 



Creativity

“Reflections on responsible 

innovation generated novel 

ideas for antenna structures 

and nanoparticle synthesis.”

(Fisher et al. 2010)



Care + Creativity

• Research group debates, then

collectively alters safety practices

(Schuurbiers 2011)



Creativity

• Innovation managers perceived integration to be 

“functional and useful.”

• Integration “measurably improved” R&D 

performance.
(Flipse et al 2013)



STIR Enabling Conditions

Structured
Stabilize expectations

Open-ended
Inquire and explore

Embedded
Part of daily routines

Sustained
Evolve over time

Independent
Social scientists as 
guests

Voluntary
Scientists can opt out

Temporary
Agreed-upon ending point

Intensive
Link dialogue to decisions
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Responsible Innovation

• Is possible, can enhance R&D value

 Contrary to fears that it harms innovation

 Desirable changes may not appear immediately

 Effects may take time and cascade

• Builds responsibility and innovation capacities

 Elucidates choice
o Speeds up learning

o Recognize problems earlier

 Empowers creativity

 Integrates long term strategic goals and 
stakeholder values into everyday work 
practices



Responsible Innovation:

Why? Because We Can!



THANK YOU

cns.asu.edu/research/stir
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